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Foundation

Foundation for Success
L

ife today has a challenge at every step – one has

so many options for every decision that one needs to
make and so much of aggressive marketing for every
product, service or facility -How does one make the
right choice?
Finding a pre-school for your child is one such
decision – a pre-school round every corner – which
one would be best suited for our precious one? Then
again, is it necessary to send a child to a pre-school?
What is best age to send? So on and so forth….
Dilemmas that haunt you till you have found the right
environment.
Being associated with the pre-school industry over
the last two decades and watching the space grow
from strength to strength says a lot about the growing
need for pre-schools for children to go to as early as
6 months of age – the new age Early /Infant child care
and stimulation centers provide for just this! The
nuclear family set-up today creates a dire need for
child care and support for young parents who need a
group they can align with to resolve many concerns
that arise while bringing up an infant.
A good pre-school with an extended day is a home
away from home and a safe haven for the parents and
child to address their social, cognitive, emotional and
intellectual needs.
Children inherently enjoy learning – they are curious
about everything that is around them hence absorb
every opportunity for learning from the
environment. A pre-school provides an enriched
space which keeps them active, alert and their
curiosity stoked!

Trupti Hattangady is a
senior Educationist who
has started her journey as
a Preschool Teacher with
her own Preschool
Teacher who was a
Principal by then, the best
Trupti Hattangadi
mentor one could ask for!
An eventful journey of 23 years ,teaching
,learning, designing, creating and most
importantly enjoying the journey.
A strong foundation in Phonics, Reading,
Awareness of the Environment, Numeracy,
following instructions and routines etc. in a happy
nurturing environment is what a pre-school is all
about – once a child has developed a love for learning
– the sky is the limit for him!
A pre-school provides a safe setting for a child to
hone his social skills as he needs to interact with
people of varying ages – care providers, teachers and
peer. This helps a child to take his first step towards
establishing friendship, faith, trust and love with
people beyond family and home!
The merits of sending your child to a pre-school are
many – however what is important is that you
identify an environment that is in keeping with your
sensibilities and your child's temperament – space,
material, aesthetics, group density, adult-child ratio,
light, ventilation and hygiene are some of the
pointers that might help you make the right choice!
Enjoy the process and make your child partner with
you in the pursuit – after all he is going to spend a lot
of time in that environment. Happy hunting!
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Art of Appreciation….
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Appreciating others is an Art….
It will not come naturally to all,
although it's very simple!
"

Appreciative Inquiry", is a method of problem

solving that was pioneered by David Cooperrider
of Case Western Reserve University in the mid
1980s.
AI is an approach based on strengths and not on
weaknesses, on a vision of “Possibilities” than
an analysis of what is not.
Solving Problems by Looking at What is Going
Right
One approach here is to focus on the things that aren't
working, and think about how you can fix them. This
is the conventional approach to problem-solving. In
many cases it's the right one to use. However in
others, all it does is bring you up to the same bland
level as everyone else.

Varada Murthy

look at the things that are working, and build on
them. In some situations this can be very powerful
because, by focusing on positives, you can build the
unique strengths which bring real success.
It is an effort to bring a positive change in people.
Well, here let us focus on Students.
Appreciative Assessment is all about helping
students find and build on their unique abilities and
aptitudes by providing positive, supportive feedback
with a focus on capabilities and possibilities.

Compliment your students.
Verbal praise is one of the simplest and most
effective ways of showing appreciation.
It is especially helpful to compliment students on
their efforts, rather than the end results of their
actions. For example, if a student volunteered an

Another approach is to shift to a positive perspective,
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incorrect answer to a question, you might explain the
correct answer and then praise him for his
enthusiasm to participate.
We have a case study here to present….

Handwriting…
How will you react when one of your students'
handwriting is always illegible? In most cases, we
brand the child and remark “Your handwriting is
hopeless”! By doing this, do you think the child
improves her handwriting? Most unlikely.
Instead, we can observe closely and find one positive
in the illegible handwriting and talk about that. Say
for eg., Shiny, I like the way you write T… I'm sure
you can write all other alphabets like the way you
have written “T”. Can you do that tomorrow? Do
you need any help”
So, what you can do here is instead of focusing on
bad writing, focus on something that is working.
Perhaps, this would encourage and motivate her to
focus and put a better effort next time.
One of our ITTC students, Ms.Sulthana who is
working as a Sr. Teacher for Pre-School children in
one of the International Schools, Bangalore South
says…

Quote
“This is sulthana working with Sr. Kg children in
Orchids international School. l have worked with
pre primary children for 2 yrs. I was too happy to
work with this age group kids. So I wanted even more
knowledge to understand these kids and work with
them. So I joined "PEOPLE FIRST LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY" ITTC center in BTM branch . It's such
a wonderful experience for me to attend each classes,

each and every class it's just boost me up and gives
me lot of motivation. And I go back to school and try
to apply the things which are taught in my training.
And I would like to share one such very good
experience happened in my classroom with my
students.
Two kids were not at all writing and they were little
slow in completing the work books, but other
children would have completed. The main teacher
would take the books of these kids and write on the
page incomplete. I was a co -teacher shared for two
sections and I had to go to this class and i move
around the class, check each child whether they're
writing and if they want any help from me, and I saw
these two children were not at all writing. I sat with
them that day trying to tell them to write, but the main
teacher refused and said 'leave them they can't write'
Then I had to move to the next section.
During this period of time I had a very good class
with Ms. Nalina M'am i.e " Appreciative inquiry",
M'am taught us that a child doesn't write when he has
no skill to write or not motivated to write. And
always talk with positive words and appreciate the
child for their work.
I went back to the class and saw that these both
children were able to hold the pencil and also write
but were scared that it goes wrong. So, I told them in
a positive words that you are able to write, you can
write, you are a good child and this letter which you
wrote is correct and it's very neat. I did this for three
to four days and encouraged them, continuously.
Now, they both finish their work without me sitting
next to them and also complete it with other children.
Their workbooks are never incomplete.
I feel very happy with this incident and I thank Miss.
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Nalina M'am so much for that wonderful class, by
which I could do this and help those two children”.

Unquote

How to transform negative
Feedback to Positive…
Few examples
Negative Feedback

Positive Feedback

Integrated Teachers Training Certificate (ITTC)

ITTC (PTT)

What is right with this
answer

What is wrong with
this answer?

What is the solution
here?
Let's see if we can
find a way to figure
this out together..
This work is sloppy…. A little more effort and
you will meet the
standards we agreed
on…
You made a mistake
What can you learn
here
from this incorrect
answer!
What is the problem
here?
You just can't seem to
get this right?

NEW BATCH COMMENCES FROM
DEC 13 2014
REGISTRATION OPEN NOW

BTM
HSR
BSK
CONTACT : 09902570561
9035690666

You are a total
failure…

There is “No Failure”,
Treat it as a
“Feedback” Learn
from it and make
another attempt, I'm
sure you will “Succeed”
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Behaviour

Beyond Bullies

By Chetna Mehrotra

“Be a Buddy”

Bullying is just NOT hitting or beating up the kids.
Bullying could be making obnoxious fun of a child's
height, weight, skin complexion, calling silly names
(name-calling), laughing on characteristics of a child
for being a slow runner, scoring less in Math/Science
or English, not being good at drawing and many
more reasons which you would never get to know, till
you talk, talk and talk to a kid!
At some schools, children are asked to adjust, or sort
it on their own. No efforts are made to realize what
the children are going through. Sometimes, even
parents do not think their child might be the target of
bullying.
Essentially bullying could be categorised into major
four types:
- Physical Bullying: This type of bullying
basically involves the use of physical force.
It could be kicking, beating, knocking down
etc.
- Ve r b a l B u l l y i n g : Ve r b a l b u l l y i n g

incorporates the use of words to carry out
anact of bullying. It could involve teasing,
name calling or even distorting names or
making funny remarks repeatedly.
- Cyber Bullying: This is one of the most
popular types of bullying in the modern
world. Cyber bullying can be described as
any form of bullying that incorporates the
use of technology.
- Emotional Bullying: It is also Relational
Bullying. Spreading rumours, gossiping
against someone or exclusion of a member
from a group.

Childhood is a great time for children to
explore the world. Occasional playfulness and
teasing is a part of growing up years. However,
if a child is REPEATEDLY teased physically,
verbally, emotionally or on cyber space, then it
is termed as bullying.
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Bullying can have long term repercussions and
some short term ones like absenteeism fromthe
school, physical ailments manifestations like
stomach aches, headaches, constipation to serious
mental illness like depression or even suicidal
tendencies. Long term implication could result in a
child losing his self-esteem or confidence in his or
her capabilities forever.
Bullies could be schoolmates, close friends,
relatives, teachers or sometimes even parents.
Children sometimes, do not voice their concerns and
raise their voices. They feel weakened or threatened
by the bullies.
A Global School-Based Student Health Survey, done
by UN agencies, found that between 20 and 65
percent of school-going children reported having
been verbally and physically bullied in the previous
30 days. There are a few Indian studies too. In one,
involving interviews of 500 students aged 8 to 12 at
rural schools in Maharashtra, bullying was reported
by 31.4 percent of the children surveyed. In another
study of 500 children from five randomly selected
schools, reported in a 2011 issue of the Indian Journal
of Pediatrics (IJP), the results are more alarming. As
many as 60.4 percent of the students experienced

similar forms of bullying, but only 39 percent of the
victims’ parents were aware of it.
The schools must follow an approach wherein
students are taken through lesson or session by
teachers or counsellors in Emotional Management,
Problem Solving, Empathy and Assertiveness Skills.
The students, especially the victims should be taught
a three step approach of “Recognise, Report,
Refuse”. How to recognise what is bullying? Report
it to an adult. Refuse assertively to getting bullied.
The students, as bystanders, should be encouraged to
be assertive and stop the bullies or report the
incidents to an adult.
The schools could also have a “Family Engagement”
program. The parents must also be actively involved
Anti Bullying Campaign
is an initiative by Chetna
Mehrotra. Chetna works
as a Drama Based
Learning Consultant, A
Movement Artist and Art
Based Facilitator, with Chetna Mehrotra
schools, universities and corporates. Anti
Bullying campaign is a campaign supported by

like minded and passionate individuals
from various domains of work life like Image
Consultants, Medicine, Human Resources etc.
Through this, we raise awareness amongst
children, school leadership and parents on
aspects of bullying, recognising and handling it.
We also establish " Be a Buddy" systems in
schools, engaging students and school
leadership in minimising cases of
bullying.Bullying is serious issue in schools.
Let's all work together towards making it a
student friendly environment! Let's " Be a
Buddy"!
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in sensitization programs. Special mention should be
given to Cyber Bullying, as India is 3rd in the rating
after China and Singapore. Parents, teachers,
government bodies should proactively be involved
in educating children on laws of cyber bullying.
Children do face a lot of cyber bullying. It could be in
the form of a remark on the Facebook post or a funny
mail on them, copying to all. One may walk out of a
situation which involves physical and verbal
bullying, however, in the cyber space, you could only
delete a Facebook comment if it is on your wall! So,
this could lead to major consequences.
In my stint with a school as a “Drama For Learning”
trainer, I realised that some children have to deal with
the “bully syndrome” everyday. During our session
GSmart Magazine
of “Drama” and “Image Thought Tracking”, the kids
opened up their hearts & emotions and shared some
painful, some heart-breaking and some extremely
painful incidents of bullying. In the hindsight,
bullying might not sound like a big incident but when
we take a glance at long term insights, it affects their
minds while growing up which may result in getting
stuck with the permanent sense of being inferior.

the schools, teachers and selected students to
conduct surveys on bullying, coaching the students
on how to handle the bullies, involving parents,
tracking a follow through chart of effects of the
measures taken and setting up counselling desks.
Every child has the right to a safe, protected school
environment. The agony that so many children
endure as a result of bullying cannot be ignored by
any adult.
And as our ABC slogan goes
“ Awaz Uthao Tum, Sath Tumhare Hum, Honge
Bully no More”

To Advertise
Please call
99025 70561

This led to a movement with my like-minded peers
joining in this cause. We started our campaign called
“ABC: Anti-Bullying Campaign”. Through this
campaign, we raise awareness amongst children,
teachers and parents on topics of bullying and how to
handle it. We do it through street plays, talks and
discussions. We have performed at schools like
Ajmera Global, GES, Goregoan, Teach For India
(Mumbai Public School), Lokhandwala Foundation
School etc.
Our next step is to establish “Be a Buddy” cells at
various schools. This would involve the leadership of
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School life

School life is like a cake,
enjoy it before it stales..
An extract from Dr Anshu Arora's book where she brings the computer room alive,
which then gives noteworthy and priceless lessons of life…

THE COMPUTER ROOM
Computer is essential For each boy and girl
Technology is the key That can set us free
It connects us with the globe And makes us probe.
Research is made easy It keeps us busy
Computer with flashy monitor Is my tutor.
Its sweet little mouse Is a help profuse
In all spheres I use The googled news
Through social sites I link with delight
My lifeline Is redefined
'cause of you All seems fine.
The STARS- five characters namely Surujeet, Tanvi,
Anshika, Robin and Suja return to their school and
are amazed to hear the computer lab…
There was networking in the lab, the intra
connections helped us to send messages to each
other, unlimited free messages were tweeted along
with emoticons. We loved the computer room, both
studying and being there. The lovely leafy green
furniture was styled to accommodate the machines in
the best possible way.
‘Helllooo!!' we screamed in delight. The computer
lab had made the small world even smaller for us. We
all loved the lab..

D r. A n s h u A r o r a
(Maheshwari) is
presently working with
Bal Bharti School as
Principal. She is the
proud recipient of 'Jewel
of India', 'Limca record',
'Best Principal', 'Best
Guru'
Dr.Anshu Arora
and 'Cyber fair' awards.
She has also penned a fiction on school children,
'School Truths.. REVEALED' by Tapatbooks.
This hotel management topper is vivacious and
multi-dimensional who dons the hat of an
administrator, educator, writer and speaker.
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'How are you? Did I really teach you all the correct
things?' the lab was asking.

‘Yes, exactly what you sow, so shall you reap.' The
moral lesson was re-taught.

'Of course! You did. Why are you asking? And why
are you even debating it?' asked Surujeet

'Mr. Computer is talking like Sister Maria... And they
are both so right,' said Anshika.

'I taught you to be impulsive, quick entry and quick
processing. This is what children begin to expect
from life.' The lab now gave us its mind. You have
everything just a click away but life is not the same..
You need to become a person of commitment and
you need to make the effort. Life is tough, life is a
fight.' The computer room was so right.

'We needed to format the bad sectors of our hard
disk,' it said. In a subtle way it gave a lesson to
forgive, forget and move on.

‘Please don't become easy going..,' it further pleaded.
‘Good and bad needs to be seen, sensed and we need
to sensitise knowing the most important principle of
computer which is GIGO,' it further added.

'And defrag the remaining,' I added.
'Yes, write the new code, compile and then execute
it…’
Remember dear children…
“Computers are
magnificent tools for the realization of our dreams,
but no machine can replace the human spark of spirit,
compassion, love, and understanding.”
– Louis Gerstner

‘You mean garbage in garbage out?' asked Robin.

±ÀÄ¨sÀ²æÃ

Shubhashree

SCHOOL UNIFORMS, SWEATERS, BELTS, TIES, SOCKS
WORK-SHOP UNIFORMS & APRONS
Prop:
S.N. Jagannatha Setty D.E.E. SCOUTS, GUIDES WITH ACCESSORIES
Ex-Servicemen I.A.F.
FACTORY & SECURITY UNIFORMS ETC.,

Ph: 080 - 23349730
080 - 41139384

Jyothi Plaza, No. 25/3, 5th Cross, Malleswaram Circle, Bangalore – 560 003
Location: (Between KSIC Showroom and VR Book Seller's)
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Students Speak
Examination..
It is a definition
That tells your score
And tests till the core
They do scare
So please take care

Real education is what remains after the entire schooling is through. Learning thus acquired is education in
life, education of life and education for life.... Not just for living. But the schools have strict academic
calendars and schedule exams every now and then. Marks or grades continue to be a yardstick that
determines the child’s worth. I am reminded of a famous quote - “Examinations are formidable even to the
best prepared, for the greatest fool may ask more than the wisest man can answer.” by Charles Caleb
Cotton. Two interesting questions faced this week........
Q 1 - My CGPA in the recent board exams was 6.8. I had a serious spanking from my dad yesterday, he
declared that I have no future as the competition is too hard and my life is ruined since I will not get science
stream. Is it really so? - a student of DAV, Delhi.
Dear Student, marks are important because they prove your commitment and level of hard work put in. But
they may or may not reflect your correct IQ. And remember that success has no predefined rules. A
complete list of highly successful people will clearly show that they belong to all the three streams Science, Commerce and Humanities. What can make your future is a clear aim and consistent hard work.
You Need to improve your previous performance and enjoy the entire process of growth as a true reward.
Trust me, it is NEVER TOO LATE..
Q 2 - I ended up with a CGPA 10. I also got admission in the best coaching institute but I am under immense
pressure from parents, peers and school. - Anirudh, DAW, Gurgaon.
Why be scared? Life is an exam. Take it as it comes. Anxiety even before starting off is not justified, fear of
failure will drain your actual potential when this is the time to harness your inner strength and perform well.
No exam is either fatal or final but you should put your best foot forward and achieve high goals. Decide
your aim and focus on it. Make a proper time-table and follow it strictly. When it comes to learning,
understanding and interest are the keys. Make acronyms and learn by association techniques. Look after
your health too and regularity with sincerity com take you far.
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Get The Best
Out Of Your People
Knowledge, Attitudes, Skills & Habits will
make that vital difference to the success &
failures in organizations, Institutions /
Careers.
To be Effective, Organisations Institutions & leaders know that they need to
learn quickly as to how they can assign the Right Person For The Right Job
At The Right Time.
Understanding the psychological make up of human beings is of vital value
across all fields today.
Especially in organisations / Institutions, it is wise to have an employee /
faculty who is lesser skilled & more positively oriented than one who is an
expert with poor Attitude.(Skills can always be learned)

Psychometrics
Is the solution to all the above, which will help organisation
/Institutions to understand individuals in a globally proven
scientific manner and obtain accurate information on their
abilities and personality
For further details please contact info@pfla.in | 09901938792
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Passionate Teacher

10Teacher

Remarkable Traits
of a passionate

M

ark Thackeray that phenomenal teacher from

“To Sir with love” orJohn Keating from “Dead Poets
society” or our own Amir Khan in “Tare Zameen
par”,all those movies have always inspired teachers
and have become every students dream. They were
made in different cultures and different eras but they
all have one thing in common,one passionate teacher
who revolutionised teaching in their own ways. We
often say a child’s mind is like plasticine, we may
mold it the way we want. Infact teachers are true
architect of nations because they shape the lives of
young minds that will go ahead and take the charge of
nation in their adroit hands. But are we doing it
rightly or something is still missing?
Why there is so much of fuss about infusing passion
in teaching. Whenever I think of a great mentor, just
one image appears and that is of my English Teacher
MrMishra. He never explained me Daffodils by
Wordsworth, but he truly made me understand what
was Beauty, Joy and how to observe that moment and
capture it in memory till eternity. A true teacher when
he teaches Literature, he teaches you to delve deeper
inside in your own personality, when he teaches
science he makes you curious enough to question
days and nights, when he teaches Geography he
ignites the dream to travel the world and when he
teaches maths he knows you will calculate the
heights and depth and scale the azure sky without
falling.
If you are ateacher, you may be thinking what makes
you a passionate teacher. Is it your hold on the

“Swati is a passionate HR
professional who is a
Founder and Principal
Advisor of Savanna HR.
Swati has worked in HR
for over 8 years and after
rigorous Corporate
professional career, took some respite in
Education Sector where she has learned, trained
and taught with few best Institutes. She feels
that she has tasted the nectar of knowledge and
literature which balanced her aesthetic sense and
gave her an ample opportunity to know herself
in context to the world . Swati also writes
columns regularly and she has published many
articles on various issues.
Swati has MA in English and B.Ed. from Ranchi
University.

subject, control on your class, and academic result
ofyour students, what exactly are the parameters
which measures your passion? I am really sorry to
say there is no such measuring glass. You are your
best judge. But there are few important traits of a
teacher which may distinguish an effective teacher
from the common lot.

Your constant learning and upgrading
the skill
As a teacher you are that Pirene fountain which will
always motivate your students and that means there
should be a renewable source of knowledge inside.
You are likely to upgrade your skills so that your
students don’t suffer in the long run. You don’t shy
from going that extra mile, if it enriches you as a
teacher. I know most of the teachers understand this
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fact and keep on continually upgrading their
knowledge base. It matters in the long run.

A true teacher prepares even after 20
years teaching the same subject
Lesson planning is the most important part of
teaching and now most of the schools stress on
proper and detailed lesson plans. This lesson plans
should not be trust upon the teachers,in fact they
should know that it makes their class more effective
and enhances learning. Your lesson plan gives you
opportunity to be as creative as you can. I had heard
somewhere if you don’t have a plan, they have a plan
for you, so better be prepared.

A true teacher always prepares for the
first day in classroom
Opening day of a new session is full of excitement
both for the teachers and the students. It’s the day you
lay the foundation of your class culture you will carry
forward complete academic year. A teacher makes its
classroom as welcoming as he can. There is room for
every child’s need. Teacher is prepared with his
yearly planner, activities calendar, class rules,
rewards and consequences.

Your presence is beyond the classroom
You are such a teacher whose memories remain
lifelong imprinted in child’s mind. You may be a
science teacher but your child will love to recite his
newly composed poem to you. He knows you have
not tied yourself into boundaries of subjects and you
are always accessible to your students. A child will

not do something because you are watching; he will
do it right because you have taught him to watch his
actions himself. A true teacher motivates even in his
absence and inspires lifelong.

You don’t train your students but
mentor them
You are not a circus trainer but a gardener who weeds
out the unwanted traits from student’slife. He
supports tender creepers climb the vein and spread
under the vast sky. He prunes the shrubs and cuts the
extra growth of big plants to give them perfect shape.
He will hold your hand, leads you for a while but then
he also gives you the choice to travel the road less
trodden . A true teacher inspires, motivates, and
guides his students. Teaching is such an art and
teachers are those artists who sculpt the genius brains
and carve beautiful lives.

You are on lookout of new resources to
use it in class
A teacher can invent and create anything to facilitate
his teaching. If you enter a classroom and see the map
of India with states depicted by spices of the country,
you are at right place. He is a teacher with difference.
If you ever enter in a class and find the teacher
wearing a crown or maybe dressed in jungle attire,
seek his company. He will teach you to be a great
teacher. If you are a teacher who surfs internet for
hours to research best teaching methodology, if your
rewards and consequences are unique and it matters
to the child then you are in that club too.
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Your students are not the guinea pigs but
unique sculptures in making

A passionate teacher believes in holistic
growth of the student

There are classes where students know that sole
purpose of studying is getting excellent grades, and
there are classes who utilise every moment within the
class and engage themselves in all the activities
which better them academically or personally. The
class of second type is rare to be found but they know
that excellence is the way and not the destination.
Teachers in these classrooms either treat them as
guinea pigs or sculptures to adorn the stage of life.
They create value in the students.

You are never biased about what your students learn.
As a facilitator you know that science, literature and
humanities are equally important as
dance,music,drama, sports and anything which gives
your student an edge. You know that a child has to
excel academically but should also have physical
strength and aesthetic sense. You help your child
develop into a balanced human being.

Your take responsibility of your students
learning
It was my first job and I had shared my Professor’s
contact number as my reference. Caller asked my
Professor, what if your student fails.
Sir replied: I am confident my student will never fail,
but if she does. It’s me who is to be blamed.
I was fortunate to have been witnessed such great
teacher.

You don’t train them but facilitate them
You don’t feed them with readymadeanswers, you
teach them to seek their unique answers. You don’t
give them easier task; you rather push the limits with
every time a new hurdle. You let your student wander
in the jungle or swim into the sea and come out with
his unique pearl .Your student knows you are the life
jacket always available if he is on the verge of
sinking but it won’t happen because he has
developed the necessary skillset in you. You are a
passionate teacher, aren’t you?

You are one such lot of teachers who are not only
teaching the students different subjects but actually
art of living. Every child who comes to you is so
unique, his needs are unique. Don’t be judgemental
towards them; some of them might have abusive,
alcoholic parents. Some might be struggling with
health issues and still coping with studies. May be
academically low ranking child struggles with your
teaching patters. I know it’s tough to do all in one 40
minutes of class. But a teacher is that breed which
will make it possible.

Are You Looking
for A Website & ERP Solutions
for your School?
Please Contact
Atrance Technologies
9902570561 | info@pfla.in
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Social Media

Social Media And

Education

Good

Bad

By Ranjeev Manrao

Or
Foolish ???

Now A Days Social Media is the Easiest Place to Go
& Find Something said David Nail. I always say, we
now have a New God – Internet & Social Media, Ask
for it and it's there just at the touch of a button i.e. to
say “Google Maharaj Ki Jai Ho”. So - What's great
in it? It's too obvious, and even a kid knows it. What
possibly may be a cause of concern for us is that, now
this has gone beyond limits and it's also, as much true
that, youth of today is so much hooked to the Net, that
it may be equally tough for them to come out of it. So
the Key Questions are:
· Is Internet & Social Media Boon or a
Bane?
· Can it be gainfully used by Youth? i.e. to say
Is it Good, Bad or Foolish?
· Let's look further into it and seek a few
Answers...
I had said in my recently published article Its Either
Networking or Not working – Do we Have A
Choice? Let's Briefly Test the statement for Youth of
today with particular reference to their Educational

Needs, Goals & Aspirations.
It's believed that Youth merely see Social Media as a
means to Pass Time, Make & Stay Connected to
Friends, Play Games, or for that matter anything that
would give them Happiness as defined by them at
their age. However as learned seniors and experts we
may expand these usages with more meaningful &
beneficial usages, in a more convincing manner that
would be happily accepted by the youth of today.
Year after Year we see increase in newer applications
& uses of Social Media by various Stakeholders in
Education Industry. Information & Communication
Technology has done Wonders to make it more
Simpler & Highly Productive.
How do we define the Personality of Youth or GenY? Is it right to say it with words like, Thrills,
Excitement, Fun Loving, Full of Energy, Ready to
take on New Challenges, Shoulder Tough
Responsibilities? If the Answer to all these is Yes,
than, What we may need is to just channelize it in a
Positive Direction.
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According to results of a Survey conducted by
Pearson Learning Solutions
· Faculties are becoming more interested in the
ability to leverage social tools to facilitate
engagement with course material and to
encourage the learning process.
· Comparing 2012 to 2013, the results of the
survey indicate that the use of social media
has increased 21.3%.
· Roughly 59% of educators agree that the
interactive nature of e-learning and other
mobile technologies create a better learning
environment for students.
· That said, 56% also believe that the same
online and mobile technologies can result in
more distractions.
· Still, despite the possibility of distractions,
78.9% believe that the use
of e-learning and mobile technologies has
i n cr eas ed t h e teach er an d s tu d en t
communication.
· Among the tools used in the sector i.e. Blogs
& Wikis, Podcasts, LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter, the most popular one was Blogs &
Wikis, but it is also true that there was an
increase in usage of all the said tools.
· The number one concern of using social
media in the classroom was the Integrity of
Student Submissions, followed closely by
concerns about Privacy.
No Matter what, we need to appreciate the importance
of understanding these emerging media, the
opportunities they offer to education and its stake
holders, and how their adoption can evolve—and is
evolving teaching and learning in education.

The earlier we accept the fact, the better it would be,
that, the World is Changing from Traditional to HiTech, from Analog to Digital, from Moderate to fast
where Technology would be the way of life, Wearable
Devices like Google Glass & e-Watches are already in
the market. e-governance is already a reality, Low
Cost High Quality Xiomi Mobiles from China (Sold
100,000 Pcs in just a Few Secs) are already a threat to
Market Leaders like Apple & Samsung , Google
recently launched Android One, Apple is countering it
with iPhone 6 & iPhone 6 Plus (4 Million Pre-Orders
in 1st 24 Hrs. Is this not a clear enough indication that
Hi-Tech & Social Media are there to be an
unavoidable part of our life? I still say Social Media is
a Wave that is here to stay, rather let's learn to live with
its positives & Kill the Negatives with our
determination to Succeed with Good Wisdom &
Effective use of technology for GOOD Benefits. I
hope You Agree......

The Author, Mr. Ranjeev
Manrao is the CEO and
Founder of RM123 India –
Trainers & Consultants.
He has BE, MMS with
over 27 Years Top
Management Experience in India & Overseas,
Presently pursuing PhD on “Effective use of Social
Media for Business”. Established Management
Consultant, Professional Speaker – A Natural
Orator, Popular Soft Skills Trainer, Widely
Appreciated for His Workshops, Seminars &
Conferences across Industries & Academia.
To know more about him please visit goo.gl/eFEo38. He can be contacted
onranjeevm1234@hotmail.com
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Early Childhood

TRUST...
The first lesson a new born gets when born is on trust.
Trust the mother who feeds him, the family who take
care of him, the medical team which is around him and
so on. The new born may not realise it, but he is having
his first lessons in “trust”. The process of trusting is an
inborn instinctual survival quality of any animal. It
happens to be more important in the case of humans
given the dependency of a baby on others for its
survival and also the fact that throughout our life we
function in an environment of interdependency and co
operation. In other words it is the backbone of our
social , psychological and biological development and
survival.
The process of this learning in early childhood has its
foundations in the family, at home, friends and
extended social circles. However post this stage of
development the school and peer take a more
dominant role. Schooling is an integral part of our
social learning. The success of schooling and
education depends on the magnitude of trust that the
child has on his teachers, his school, and his peer and
on himself. The school also happens to be a facilitator
for the same quality. The child learns to trust non
family members, trust that what the teacher says is
true, trust the books, the curriculum and foremost trust
the peer who lay the foundation for future optimal
social behaviour as adults. In short the child learns to
trust the school as if it's only next to the home.
Trust acts as a foundation for co operation and social
living. It fosters adjustment to social environment,
aids in person perception and it is this quality
enablesan individual to work as a team and excel in
communication and interpersonal relationships.
Taking calculated risks are integral in the path of
success. Without learning to trust people it becomes

By Archana Bhat

an arduous task to succeed in any venture. However
trust could lead to a potentially dangerous situation if
focuses on the wrong person or becomes a blind trust
or even a blind belief in a person, a situation or an
institution. Individuals need to understand who, when
and what to trust. This choice comes to us naturally
with the experiences we have during our childhood. It
mainly stems out from our social interactions where
we are left to be independent to make our own choices
and also by the consequences of our childhood trust
experiences. But this learning process is not an easy
one. In the process of learning children encounter
rewards and also setbacks, some which work as
guidelines for further social cognition and
interpersonal relationships and risk planning and
others which can potentially have long-term scar on
the emotional and personal being of the child. It is
quite unfortunate that children of late have been
exposed to experiences where their trust is broken by
people on whom they and their parents have complete
trust on. The most unfortunate being the family
members and sometimes the parents themselves being
the predators. A scar on a young child's mind is a
permanent one which is almost impossible to erase. At
this a trust violated leads to a complete life of distrust.
It is but natural for parents and children alike to get
into a feeling of extreme paranoia when they are faced
with situations where they feel trusting anyone would
be a dangerous prospect. This has led to children being
advised not to trust anyone and thisincludes even nonstrangers. Children are advised not to talk to people in
the lifts, in the bus, at parties, at functions, anywhere
outside the safe ambience of their home. So in other
words no social interaction with anyone outside the
“safe circle “of people or anywhere that the parents are
not present. This action seems to be justified
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considering the fact that children have been targeted
and abused in the seemingly safest of safe places
including their schools, apartment complexes and
even their own homes. But is such a radical action as
seeing everyone in total distrust really warranted? Or
is it an act of an overprotective parent? Does it involve
long term disadvantages? Or are we just protecting
our children blindly without even a thought of
equipping them with the skills needed to protect
themselves when faced with reality? When
confronted with such questions, the first reaction
would be Safety first! True the child needs to be
protected and has every right to live in a safe
environment but at what cost. When we deprive
children from basic socialisation we teach them to
distrust people around them. This distrust leads to
handicapped social skills, inability to develop social
relationships, skewed social identity and deprivation
from basic motives that are formed by social
interactions. A child who has been tutored to distrust
people around him, so that he is safe will never
acquire the affiliation motive which gives him a sense
of belongingness. Children need to be given the right
amount of freedom to grow into independent
individuals with an optimal level of need for
achievement, power and affiliation. Without which
they fail to compete and healthily exist in a
challenging adult environment. Safety and prevention
can never be questioned but the fact remains that this
cannot be countered by extreme reactions of distrust,
over protectiveness and selective social interactions.
The need of the hour is to hold on to a middle path
where the child develops a social cognitive ability to
learn to distinguish and judge people and situation.
The child needs to aided in what and how much of
information has to be shared with whom. We could
protect our children but to what extent? Do we clip
their freedom and make them social misfits who are so
socially handicapped that they would grow up to be a

failure? And further when they face failure they are in
no way enabled to overcome it as they have never
learnt to deal with failures, setbacks, breach of trust
and heartbreaks as children. Scaring a child and
avoidance in anticipation of a advert situation is no
solution either, on the contrary it creates a social
phobia in the child . When we teach children to
distrust people, we also teach them to distrust us as
educators and parents. And the trust which is vital for
communication especially in the adolescent age is
lost.
As we laud the parents, educators, teachers and
schools for all the efforts in making our child's
environment a safe one we also need to accept that no
plan is totally fool proof. We need to enable our
children. Have confidence in them and keep
communication open. Educate the next generation
and trust the next generation so that there are no such
predators left for us to protect our children from.

Archana Bhat Kallhalla
has Masters in
Psychology from the
University of Mysore
with a specialization in
Clinical Psychology.
Currently she is working
as a Consultant for research at Gokula Education
Foundation (Medical), Bangalore and
concurrently pursuing her Doctoral research on
the relation between pedagogy and social
cognition in children.
She has served as a Resource Person to many
schools dealing with topics related to Child
Mental Health and Positive Parenting. She is also
a Soft Skills trainer with over 6 years of
experience and currently conducts teacher
training and parenting programs at Bangalore.
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Early Childhood

A PRAGMATIC APPROACH
TO CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Many people have reservations about the importance
of early childhood education. Research has shown
that children enrolled in educational programs
benefit by receiving formal education before
kindergarten. Critics of pre-kindergarten education
claim the differences between the children enrolled
in pre-school programs and children not receiving
formal education are only discernible during
kindergarten, first and second grades. During
subsequent years children who have not received
formal education prior to kindergarten test at the
same level and behave like their peers with prekindergarten formal education.
Most childhood education specialists claim that
young children learn best when they are not pushed
too hard, they have an opportunity to interact with
their peers and their parents and instructors treat
them kindly. Likewise children learn best when
instructional and educational activities are only a
small portion of their days. This is especially true of
children enrolled in pre-school programs since it is
not good for young children to be separated from
their parents for extended periods of time. Children
usually do not benefit in programs with
inexperienced teachers and large classroom sizes.
Children taught at an early age usually benefit in the
following ways:
· Improved social skills,
· Less or no need for special education,
· Instruction during subsequent school years,
· Better grades and enhanced attention spans.
Likewise some researchers have concluded that

By G R Chiranjeevi

young children enrolled in preschool programs
usually have fewer behavioural problems, do not
become involved with crime in their adolescent and
young adult years.
In addition to benefitting children experiencing
normal development, it was also shown that children
with learning or other physical disabilities benefit
immensely from pre-kindergarten education.
Children taught how to speak a second language
during their early developmental years are also in a
better position to learn English at an young age.
No matter, the difference in opinion about formal prekindergarten education, children benefit from
receiving same type of education during their early
developmental years. However, there is not one size
fits all instructions best suited for all children. While
some children benefit immensely from pre-school, it
may not be the best educational setting for other
children. However parents must evaluate a child's
unique personality before determining which
program is best suited for a child since not all
programs benefit the children the same way.
Mr.Chiranjeevi is a senior
Educationist with a rich
experience in early
childhood Education. Has
conducted action research
extensively in the field of
Te a c h i n g l e a r n i n g
processes and provided
academic support to some of the leading
educational Institutions . He is currently working
as an Educational Consultant to People First
Leadership Academy and few other Institutions.
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CCE

What is CCE?
Continuous Comprehensive
Evaluation
CCE is a system of School based Assessment that
covers all aspects of Students’ Development.
Gone are the days where we used to believe “Marks”
is the only criterion to judge the intelligence of a
child and in today’s world, mere Academic brilliance
alone does not guarantee success.
As the word says, it is continuous which means
assessing students on a continuous basis throughout

External Examinations
are largely inappropriate for the
knowledge society of the 21st Century
and its need for innovative problem
solvers.
Source: CBSE website
the academic year on various aspects and not just pen
paper examination.
And it is comprehensive; it covers Scholastic, Coscholastic and Values and Attitudes.
CCE
Evaluation helps students in improving their
performance by identifying his leaning difficulties
from the beginning of the Academic Year and
applying suitable remedial measures for enhancing
their Learning performance.
The Schools can plan their own Academic Schedules
as per CCE guidelines of CBSE.

Why CCE?
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To Schools
Would you like to
implement CCE?
With proper implementation of CCE, Schools can
avoid:
• Evaluation of Scholastic learning only on
Marks
• Ability of child not evaluated
• Limited Techniques of Evaluation do not
identify learner’s level of attainment
• Resulting in Pass / Fail
• Causing Frustration and Humiliation

CCE and Teachers
The general feedback we receive from Schools that are
trying to implement CCE is that they initially find it
difficult to implement given their existing workload.
They feel that CCE is a burden to them. They complain
that they cannot complete their syllabus if they start
implementing CCE and conduct activities as per CCE
guidelines. Recently when contact one of the Schools
felt that although the teachers feel it is difficult and
more work for them, they feel that from the 2nd year
onwards it becomes easier and overall, the end Result
will be good as the Students are getting benefited from
it. We thought that is very encouraging and a positive
statement from a School seriously working to
implement CCE. We wish them Good Luck.
We further suggest Schools that please address parents
on CCE and the benefits as parents certainly need to
understand it, as their understanding and cooperation
is needed in order to make it effective.

Do you have challenge
in implementing and
proper understanding
of CCE? Please connect
with us.....
We shall assist you
with our proven two
day workshop to make
you feel how simple it
is!
info@pfla.in
99025 70561
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Leadership

Teacher in the 21st Century.
Facts: (as reported in Smithsonian Student Travel)
• By 2025 AD most populous Nation on Earth
will be India.
• The number of people learning English in
China nearly equals the population of US.
• In the next two years 1 in every 4 workers in
the world will be Indian
• In the past 5 years digital universal has grown
by 1000 %
• 94 % of the student population use electronic
media / Internet technology to do their
homework.
• 46 % of teachers mention that their homework
requires technology.
• Google handles 1 billion queries every single
day
• Today there are more than 450000 words in
the English language (Which is 7 times what
Shakespeare could have used.)
• Many of the top jobs of 2012 did not exist in
2002.
• Many of the jobs current students will have,
do not even exist and will be using
technologies that have not been invented yet
and to find solutions for problems that have
not emerged.
To meet these realities the current teacher need to be
Entrepreneurs, Illuminators, and Catalysts.
Preparing students for the 21st Century is not about
technology, skills for the global economy, it is about
creativity, problem solving, cultural awareness,
i n n o v a t i o n , c i v i c e n g a g e m e n t , e ff e c t i v e
communication, collaboration, accountability,
initiative, responsibility and leadership &
making your class room as dynamic as the world
around us.

Chandrashekhar CH, is a
trained professional
e d u c a t o r, t r a i n e r,
counsellor, handwriting
& psychometric
assessment analyst & behaviour scientist. He is
associated with prestigious education institutions
in the Country. He has served in various
capacities from a classroom teacher, lecturer,
resource person, Head of Department and as
Head of the Institution
teachers to be ‘Effective Enablers’:Resource
Provider:Teachers help their colleagues by sharing
instructional resourcesInstructional Specialist: An
instructional specialist helps colleagues implement
e ff e c t i v e t e a c h i n g s t r a t e g i e s . C u r r i c u l u m
Specialist:Understanding content standards, how
various components of the curriculum link together,
and how to use the curriculum in planning instruction
and assessment is essential to ensuring consistent
curriculum implementation throughout a
school.Classroom Supporter:Classroom supporters
work inside classrooms to help teachers implement
new ideasLearning Facilitator: Facilitating
professional learning opportunities among staff
members is another role for teacher leaders.Mentor:
Serving as a mentor for novice teachers is a common
role for teacher leaders.School Leader: Being a school
leader means serving on a committee.Data Coach:
Although teachers have access to a great deal of data,
they do not often use that data to drive classroom
instruction.Catalyst for Change: Teacher leaders can
also be catalysts for change, visionaries who are
“never content with the status quo but rather always
looking for a better way”.Learner: Among the most
important roles teacher leaders assume is that of
learner.

Suggested roles for the current day class room
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Early Childhood

The Spiritual Embryo
"Man seems to have two embryonic periods. One is
prenatal, like that of the animals; the other is postnatal
and only man has this.”
-Dr.Maria Montessori
It would be good to define an embryo as something
that has in it, all the living powers. We have often heard
of Physical embryo in man. What is generally referred
to as the germinal cell. It looks like nothing at the time
of conception. Within a short span of 9 months, this
minute invisible cell that has no features of a human
being, creates a human being with everything that
characterises a Man.
At birth, the human being’s physical development is
(more or less) complete. However, Dr. Montessori
said that the new born child is psychologically still in
an embryonic state – his inner development is
incomplete. For this reason, she said that the human
being is a ‘spiritual embryo’ when he is born.
Dr. Montessori made an in-depth study of
Embryology of the human being before birth and also
the state after birth. It has brought out certain
parallelisms between the two types of embryonic
development – the physical and the psychical.
At the beginning both are apparently next to nothing.
The basis for the components are laid for life. The
massive multifaceted task is done in a very short time
allotted by nature. This task is never done again so
enduringly, joyfully and perfectly. Nature gives a
guarantee that the task will be done provided
conducive conditions are available.
The development in both the cases is not done
consciously but follows the laws of nature. How this
great creative constructive development is achieved in

Deepa Ravichandran is the
Founder Principal of Floretz
Montessori School. She is a Post
Graduate in Industrial Electronics
who went in to the education Deepa Ravichandran
sector
in line with her calling – passion for children. She
holds a diploma in Primary and Elementary
Montessori education, diploma in Special
Education and “Language and Communication
Training” from Hanens, U.K.
She feels that her family and her students are her
life’s best gifts. She finds solace in relating herself
for a social cause. She volunteers with NGO’s like
SOS and Isha Yoga center (In their Isha Vidya
schools). She has designed the curriculum for the
primary division of Isha Vidya Schools.
a short period with spontaneity is a miracle. We
wonder because none of the conscious powers are
developed yet.
Many a times, we feel that the child in the age group of
0 to 2 years is not capable of doing anything. But he
makes all the accomplishments necessary for life
during that time. The three unconscious powers,
Horme (the push from within – becomes the will later),
Mneme (the memory – the ability to retain data in the
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brain subconsciously) and the Absorbent mind (the
ability to take in everything through the various senses
like sight, touch, etc. without any logic used) help the
spiritual embryo to make these accomplishments.
Madame Montessori compares these great forces as
the “great flames that do not consume”.
When Mano (name of child changed), a child of a
construction labourer, walked in to our School at the
age of 2.5, we offered him the “Exercise of practical
Life” lessons Without much help, he was able to do
this joyfully and perfectly. May be he had observed his
mom doing her house hold or was hanging around
with her as she was busy carrying stones and sand in
the construction site.
What is the role of the adult during this formative (0 to
2) years of the child? All that we can do is to provide a
conducive stimulating environment. Lesser the
interference from us, it is better for the child. In my
experience, I have also noticed that children from the
rural have rich experience than our urban children
during this formative years. Their preparedness to
schooling is high. Their receptivity to our lessons is
also superior. Probably, rural children have a better
connect with nature and the parental interference is
very minimal. It is very apt to Madame Montessori’s
words, “Rich child of the poor and the Poor child of the
rich”.
As educators it is our bounden duty to recognise the
fact that the spiritual embryo reaches its fulfilment and
the following period (2 to 6 years) is one of
consolidation and strengthening. If this recognition is
made, it will not be a difficult task for us to remove all
the impediments in the path of development of the
child. We need to create conditions such that the child
can work at his development as ordained by nature.

What I would have advised
myself as a teenager
Sunayana Pal

Teenage or the age between childhood and adulthood
is the only time you have when you can think for
yourself and also be free from many responsibilities
like cooking and earning. It is like being an adult
without having the duties and responsibilities of one.
Utilize this time very well. I wish someone would have
advised me this.
1.Do not study for marks. Exams should be dealt
with seriousness but it should not be a pain in the neck.
It should be like any other day provided u study for
sometime daily. Do not stop eating, meditating and all
the other wonderful activities you do. Exams shouldn't
raise your blood pressure or your family's.
2.Do not watch sitcoms. I feel that I have wasted my
time completely. Watch wonderful movies instead.
Watch different movies from different genres. I have
seen some very interesting and thought provoking,
french, marathi and bengali cinema besides
bollywood and hollywood. Give it a shot.
3.Plan your career if you can. You will have to
choose your career as a teenager. It is a difficult task
but do not worry. You can always change it, I changed
mine and it has worked out brilliantly. Choose
something that you really want to do. Lock yourself in
a room and ponder. Don't listen to any one except
yourself
but that also increases your responsibility of choosing.
Speak to people who you know are working in that
field, speak to them, visit the college where you would
study. Sit and try to get the feel of that place.
4.Don't spend all your time with friends. They will
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leave you someday, or you might leave them.
Understand the meaning of moderation and enjoy life.
5.Be smart about money. Life is comfortable if you
have money. Earn well.
6.Broaden your horizons. Take up every opportunity
you get to meet new people or visit new places. Visit
museums, exhibitions, art gallery and the works.
7.Read. Please read good books. Don't waste time
with useless popular books though. I wish parents
could guide kids on reading and watching movies but
sadly most parents are busy with their jobs and are not
actually living either. Get in touch with your teachers
and read a book a month if not weekly.
8.Meditate. Try to understand yourself. Accept
yourself. Love yourself. This is the only way you can
love others. Switch off your phone for sometime. Let
the world miss you a little.
9.Volunteer. Serve the needy. Its the most beautiful
experience in life.
10.Don't crib about time. Ever! Make most of it.
Don't waste time on crying, jealousy, regrets etc. Live
your life. Spread joy and love.
11.Spend time with your family. Spend lots of time
with your parents and grandparents. Understand them
and you will understand your past and be able to make
peace with it. Don't let it trouble your present ever.
12.Learn something new. Be it a language or Karate
or dancing or some art. It won't go waste. Open your
mind to new things. Remember, a mind once
stretched, cannot come back to its original size. Keep
expanding.
13.Don't underestimate yourself. You may not
know everything but that doesn't make you dumb. You
are learning things like everyone else. That's okay.
Don't give up.
14.Eat healthy. Eat what you want but build a very
good and strong body as this is possibly the only time
u can. Exercise they say for sometime. Please do. I
started late but thankfully I did. You do too.

Sunayna Pal is born and
brought up in aamchi mumbai.
She loves to write from her
daily life experiences. She has
PG degrees from XLRI and
Annamalai University and
worked in the Corporate World. She quit her
corporate career in 2009 and embarked on the
journey of creative writing.
She converted her hobbies into her profession.
She started “Art with sunayna”
(artwithsunayna.wordpress.com) to teach and
3
GSmart
sell art from NGO's.
SheMagazine
is a certified
graphologist (sos4graphology.com) which helps
people to understand themselves better by using
a mix of graphotherapy, healings and
affirmations.

15.Guard your precious heart. Wait for the right
person. One thing I have learned is that you do marry
the person you are meant to. So chill and don't waste
time on experiments. Let your first love be your last
and only love. You may thank me for this one day. But
by all means make amazing friends!
16.Pray!
17.Don't ban FB. I don't know how to disregard
blogging and FB. I met my school friends after so
many years on FB. and I discovered I could write via
Blogging. So, my attitude to the social media is that of
discipline. Limit yourself to an hour a day and see how
beautiful life is otherwise. You get to utilize your time
only once, utilize it well.
18.Don't hurry up with the growing. Enjoy!
Also, Very importantly remember, when you are
ready, things will happen. Like they say, the teacher
comes when the student is ready. Don't worry on how
to live better. Pray and be ready yourself.
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Behaviour

"Touch and FeelingA discussion on intentionality

B

eing safe is very important. As children this is

drummed into our heads. We walk around cautiously,
looking for trouble in the obvious places. But when
trouble comes, it's usually from the place we least
expect. We try to keep ourselves safe but the truth is
we can't control the future as much as we may want to.
We can only equip ourselves with knowledge, skills
and wisdom to handle difficult situations.
Being safe and feeling safe are two very different
things. There are situations where we are safe
physically, but emotionally we might be feeling
vulnerable and defenceless. One area where we may
feel unsafe is 'touch'. Being touched and feeling safe
are intrinsically linked. For example, when some
people touch us we feel happy, loved and accepted but
when touched by others we feel sad, scared, guilty or
ashamed. Such situations which are teeming with
negative feelings after being touched, may happen in
the safety of our homes, at school or our friends'
homes. It is confusing and scary and we may end up
feeling really alone and isolated.
The truth is that we need to learn to know what to do
next if we are caught in that situation. First we need to
learn to say no. Saying no and shouting it makes it
very clear that we don't like or appreciate the situation.
There are no conditions under which we should feel
forced to do something that we are not comfortable
doing. No one has the right to touch us. Your body is
your own and only you have the right to decide what
you are comfortable with.
After shouting 'no' we have try to get out of that unsafe
situation. We should get back to a place where we can
feel safe again. At that moment we need to focus on
simply being physically safe again and do everything

Rebecca Davidar is a
practising counselling
psychologist living and
working in Bangalore. She
works in schools mainly
dealing with social,
Rebecca Davidar
emotional and behavioural
issues of children and adolescents. She has a
Masters degree in counselling psychology. In
her free time, she loves reading and gardening.
in our power to make that happen.
If we are currently or ever have been in a situation or
relationship where we have felt physically or
emotionally unsafe, defenceless or vulnerable, we
need to talk about it. Talking about our pain or sorrow
can be the first step in healing ourselves. There are
people available who are trained specifically to deal
with issues relating to touch and feelings. It is very
daunting to go and talk to an unknown person about a
situation that we may feel ashamed or guilty about, but
the truth is that keeping silent is far worse.
The most important thing to remember is that when it
comes to our bodies and our rights there are no secrets.
Under no circumstances can anyone expect you to
keep a secret about being touched. You have to talk
about it.
The best place to start is to think about who your safe
adult is. A safe adult is someone who you know well
and trust. This person will be someone who will hear
what you have to say without blaming you or getting
mad at you and will definitely do something to remedy
the situation.
Ultimately we need to remember that being prepared
is our ally. The best we can do is equip ourselves with
a plan - a plan to keep ourselves safe at all costs and
also to know what to do if our rights are violated.
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The Young Mind Speaks.....

The brighter side of using
social networking sites by
the youngsters
Do you think you are somewhere in a situation
between a deep sea and a devil, being a parent of a
school going child? And you ascribe your condition to
Facebook or other social media? Are you always in a
lookout of finding a way out for your child to get out of
this addiction of social media? Well, it's not only you
who is so much concerned about your child being
hooked to these social networking sites, but a whole
lot of parents are facing such problems or rather we
can blame it to “generation gap”.
It's all about our perceptions and the way of handling
situations. A pinch of positivity can change a lot of
things. I think everybody will agree with me on one
point that everybody's nature is not the same. Some
people are extrovert, open up with others very soon
and some are introverts, who are very shy to break the
ice with anyone in conversation. Social networking
sites provide a platform for such introverted people,
who face problem in interacting with others face to
face. It comes handy to them whenever they converse
with others in chat boxes. During the chats they are
less conscious. There are many people who are never
accepted in a peer group. When this lot of people,
upload their snaps on the social networking sites like
Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter etc. and garner
accolades from the peer groups, their confidence
levels do get accentuated.
Now, as we have discussed a lot about the
psychological benefits of using these social
networking sites, let me broach the topic which is
very crucial for the youngsters- “studies”. Why not?
These socialmedia can really contribute even to
education. Students can create different pages on
Facebook related to studies, share notes, have a lot of
discussion on various topics of their domain, and

even propagate their innovative ideas to the world via
this virtual world of social media. There have been a
lot of instances where even a small idea grabbed an
opportunity at the right time brought in a lot of changes
in many people's lives.
Are we missing out the most important aspect of these
sites? These social networking sites' main motive is
“connecting” people. So using these social
networking sites to connect with people from different
parts of the world of different fields of knowledge and
experience can really help in enriching one's
knowledge and lot of mutual sharing of valuable
information can take place.
But some of the stark naked facts about these social
networking sites cannot be ignored. The pitfalls
attached to these, are many which needs to be weeded
out. While using these social networks, one should be
extremely careful and always try to weigh the pros and
cons of every step taken on it, in order to cutting out a
sorry figure at a later stage. Parents, teachers and the
peer groups do have to take a responsibility that
today's youngsters utilize these social networks to the
utmost levels and avoid being misled and getting
trapped in the snares of the draconian and excoriating
dangers of the social networking sites/ social media.
Just a small message to all my youg friends “ be safe,
be alert”.
Susmita Bose is currently
pursuing her masters in
Marketing from Xavier
Institute of Social Science.
Susmita is an optimistic
person with an extremely
adaptable nature. Love to live Susmita Bose
in the moment. Passionate
about writing, travelling and interacting with
people of different cultures and places. Harbor
dreams of becoming a successful entrepreneur
one day.
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Speech Contest 2014
People First Leadership Academy (PFLA) has
conducted third edition of Speech Contest for School
students on Saturday August 30, 2014 at BGS NPS
School, Bangalore South.

and II Prizes, respectively in Junior category.
Congratulations to all the Budding Stars who have
the potential to become great speakers in the future.
Best wishes you.

PFLA has been working with Student community in
various Schools and have conducted many such
programs. This is a unique program designed by
them and has been well received by Schools, students
and parents.

Our sincere thanks to all the 15 Schools who have
participated in the event; BGS NPS, Cambridge
Public School, Freedom International School, JSS
Public School HSR, Lawrence High School, Mount
Litera Zee School, Orchids International School,
SSB International School, Twinklers School, DPS
East, Pratham International School, St. Miras'
Heritage Academy, St. Sophia High School, Vyasa
International School and PSBB LLA

Our sincere thanks to BGS NPS who have hosted this
program 2nd time consecutively. Mr.Ayyappan
Nair, Principal BGS NPS was the Chief Guest. He
stressed the importance of developing good
Communication Skills and said developing good
communication skills and building the confidence
are the most essential skills that students need to
develop. Building confidence in students and
helping them develop good communication skills
should also be a priority of all the Schools apart from
providing them good Academics.
15 Schools participated in the event and there were
two categories – Juniors and Seniors.

Firstly, Congratulations to all the 141
students who have participated 100%
All of you are WINNERS!
Congratulations to Abhishek Kumar Singh of
Cambridge Public School, Anjela Biju of Freedom
International School and Sanket of BGS NPS who
have won I, II and III Prizes respectively in Senior
Category.
Anand Singh of Freedom International School,
Ketan Anand Roy of Mt. Litera Zee School and
Harshitha R of St. Mira's School who have won I, II

The event would not have been successful but the
support from the following people. Our sincere
thanks to:
All our Team members at PFLA, Mr.Anand of
Atrance Technology - the event sponsors and
Mr.Anantha Bhat, Chowki Services for supporting
and helping us in engaging the participants along
with VM. Our special thanks to two wonderful
ladies who sat through the entire day to judge the
young speakers, Ms.Roushnee Sur and Brinda Nair.
And our thanks also go to all the support staff at BGS
NPS who have made all the arrangements at the
Auditorium.

Nalina Murthy - PFLA
www.pfhrcgroup.com
https://www.facebook.com/pfla.in
www.teacherplusindia.com
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Speech Contest 2014
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Speech Contest 2014

Mr. Ayyappan Nair addressing the Students

Future Stars

Future Stars
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Speech Contest 2014

Anantha Bhat handling the prize

PFLA Team with Mr. Ayyappan Nair

Brinda, Roushnee and Nalina

Future Stars
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ITTC Graduation - June 2014
People First Leadership Academy (PFLA) has
conducted its 3rd Graduation for the batches 7, 8.
ITTC PTT is a 6 month Certification Program that
focuses on Teaching Methodologies, Child
Psychology and MTT and NTT concepts. This
program has been designed for aspiring teachers and
for in-service Teachers who are open to enhance their
teaching and facilitation skills for their career
advancement.

teacher should possess.
This program has been positive, motivational and
highly educational. Pursuing this excellent course has
given me the knowledge, confidence which has
brought a new dimension into my life to achieve a
successful career in teaching profession.
I highly recommend this ITTC course because it is
extremely informative and has the most current
information on childhood education.

The objective of the program is to

Shanti Madan

• Equip and Empower individuals with
advanced tools, techniques and methods to be
effective teachers
• To develop confidence and self-esteem in
individuals with skill, content and attitude
• To help individuals communicate effectively
• To help individuals create student centric
classrooms
• To help individuals develop values like love &
Compassion
We had about 30 students graduated in June and here
we share some good words from our students…
The PFLA-ITTC Programme is helping me to equip
myself with tools, techniques, and methods to
empower students to become more Positive, Creative
and Motivated.

With a whole heart and with lot of confidence, I tell
you that I enjoyed each and every minute of the class.
The trainers were awesome and I never felt like it was
a four hour session. The classes have boosted up my
confidence and I have got more than what I was
looking for.

Keerthana Shri
I am very happy and glad to inform that I have got job
in one of the best international school VIBGYOR
School. I thank you people for the training and created
a self confidence within me. Your ITTC training gave
not only self confidence but also a good opportunity to
face the public. Before joining this course I would not
get in touch with others because of my language. Now
I am feeling free to talk and have conversation with
any one because I developed my communication
skills.

They have designed the ITTC Programme brilliantly.
The sessions are very practical, creative and oriented
to make us better Teachers. I am finding different
dimensions of teaching profession after going through
PFLA-ITTC Programme.

I have to thank PFLA and its entire team because these
people changed my life a lot. Nalina M’am I learnt
from you how to teach with more sense of humour.
Really we enjoyed your each and every session which
I attended. I admire Nalina Mam, Shubha Mam &
Team.

Mili Singh

Ramya Krishnan

This program gives me invaluable insight about the
essential qualities and knowledge that an effective

www.pfhrcgroup.com | www.teacherplusindia.com
https://www.facebook.com/pfla.in
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ITTC Graduation - June 2014

Panel of Speakers

Sukruthi Bhat Performing

Lakshmi Murthy, Principal of JVV handing the Certificate
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ITTC Graduation - June 2014

Panel Members

ITTC Participants

Teachers day Special - ITTC

Panel discussion on Integrated approach to a classroom
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ITTC Classes in Progress
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ITTC Advanced
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ITTC

Your Progress is our Passion!
PFLA is happy to introduce a focused program “ITTC Advanced” for Educators
who believe in Continuous Learning and enhance their professional skills for career
advancement.

Who can take this program?
ITTC Graduates, All In-service Teachers who have a minimum of 1+ years of teaching
experience

Why this Program?
This program aims at Empowering Teachers by helping them enhance their teaching
skills, adopt a better methodology of teaching and thus be able to manage class room
effectively.
There will be three levels and you will be certified as “ITTC Advanced Certified Teacher”
when you complete all the levels.
Level I and III are mandatory; level II is optional.
These Modules are designed and developed carefully to help you enhance your teaching
methodology by learning new concepts, bring more excitement and create positive
environment to learners in the class room. This Should lead you to have a stress free and
enjoyable experience of facilitating.
Venue: PFLA Center at BTM II Stage
When: December 2014

Duration
Level I - 2 months - 4 Sundays
Level II - 2 months - 4 Sundays
Level III - 2 months - 4 Sundays
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For Details and Registration, Please connect with us on

09902570561 or 09901938792 / info@pfla.in
Please visit our page on FB

https://www.facebook.com/pfla.in
to know more about our training programs for Teachers
9902570561 / info@pfla.in / www.pfhrcgroup.com

